
Rich The Kid, Nobody Safe
I tell ya'
Rich, don't turn me down
(Painkid got all the sauce)

I put the M in the safe (M)
I put the racks in her face (Racks)
I give her a bag, she bae (Give her a bag)
I blow a bag today (I blow a bag today)
Artificial, niggas fake (Fake)
We gon' put 'em on a plate (Plate)
Choppa singin' like it's Drake (Grrah)
Ain't nobody safe

In a Lamb' (In a Lamb'), with a dirty drac'
Speedin' through the lights (Lights), ain't even in no race (Race)
Put a million in the safe, just case shit don't go straight
I put a Birkin in her face soon as I pull up late
I just wanna pull up late

Stick talk, we known to spray
We'll stand by anything
I woke up to Mary K, I just made a hundred K
I'm spillin' drank in the Wraith
Balmain, ball game, nigga play some games, fuck around, get shot in your face

I put the Ms in the safe the fastest
You want a check but you can't catch it (Woo)
Bought a Lamb' and I bet you can't pass it (Skrrt)
Wack her husband like Carol Baskin
In the kitchen, make the bricks do magic
Plug callin', make her stretch like elastic (Plug)
When we drop, they gon' call this a classic
Take a bitch to the park like Jurassic
Flexin' on these bitches like wow (Like wow)
Got a hundred-fifty on me right now (Right now)
All this money, I could never pipe down (Pipe down)
Bitch, don't turn me down (Rich)

I put the M in the safe (M)
I put the racks in her face (Racks)
I give her a bag, she bae (Give her a bag)
I blow a bag today (I blow a bag today)
Artificial, niggas fake (Fake)
We gon' put 'em on a plate (Plate)
Choppa singin' like it's Drake (Grrah)
Ain't nobody safe

Niggas be cappin', they not your partners (Cap)
I fell asleep with the choppa (Grrah)
It a scene like the opera (Opera)
Leave a nigga in the doctor (Doctor)
I put the racks in her face
The bank gon' overload by the haul in the safe
I be scared to go to church, get Maced (Maced)
Rich Forever got the money like Chase
Yeah, yeah, nobody safe
A pussy bitch could get erased
This choppa singin' just like Drake
Don't want no friends 'cause they be fake
The Richard Mille look like a lake
On the plane, I'm just like steak
We ain't never take no breaks
I wake up, blow a bag today



I put the M in the safe (M)
I put the racks in her face (Racks)
I give her a bag, she bae (Give her a bag)
I blow a bag today (I blow a bag today)
Artificial, niggas fake (Fake)
We gon' put 'em on a plate (Plate)
Choppa singin' like it's Drake (Grrah)
Ain't nobody safe

In a Lamb' (In a Lamb'), with a dirty drac'
Speedin' through the lights (Lights), ain't even in no race (Race)
Put a million in the safe, just case shit don't go straight
I put a Birkin in her face soon as I pull up late
I just wanna pull up late
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